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Abstract. Single cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-Seq) is critical for understanding cellular heterogeneity and identification of novel cell types.
We present novel computational approaches for clustering scRNA-seq
data based on the TF-IDF transformation.

Introduction
In this abstract, we propose several computational approaches for clustering
scRNA-Seq data based on the Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency
(TF-IDF) transformation that has been successfully used in the field of text
analysis. Empirical evaluation on simulated cell mixtures with different levels of
complexity suggests that the TF-IDF methods consistently outperform existing
scRNA-Seq clustering methods.

Methods
We compared eight scRNA-Seq methods, including three existing methods and
five proposed methods based on the TF-IDF transformation. All methods take
as input the raw Unique Molecular Identifier (UMI) counts generated using
10X Genomics’ CellRanger pipeline [4]. Existing scRNA-Seq clustering methods
are: the recommended workflow for the Seurat package [3], the ExpectationMaximization (EM) algorithm implemented in the mclust package [2], and a
K-means clustering approach similar to that implemented in the CellRanger
pipeline distributed by 10X Genomics [1]. Two types of TF-IDF based methods were explored. In first type of methods, TF-IDF scores were used to select
a subset of the most informative genes that were then clustered with EM and
spherical K-means. In the second type all genes were used for clustering, but
the expression data was first binarized using a TF-IDF based cutoff. The binary
expression level signatures were clustered using: hierarchical clustering with Jaccard distance, and hierarchical clustering with cosine distance with or without
an additional cluster aggregation step.

Experimental setup and results
To assess accuracy we used mixtures of real scRNA-Seq profiles generated from
FACS sorted cells [4]. We selected five cell types: CD8+ cytotoxic T cells (abbreviated as C), CD4+/CD45RO+ memory T cells (M), CD4+/CD25+ regulatory
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Fig. 1. Accuracy for the B:R:H:M:C datasets with 1:1:1:1:1 ratio.

T cells (R), CD4+ helper T cells (H), and CD19+ B cells (B). We generated
mixtures comprised of 5,000 cells sampled from all five cell types in equal proportions. Box-plots of classification accuracy achieved by the eight compared
methods are shown in Figure 1. TF-IDF based hierarchical clustering with cosine distance and cluster aggregation performs better than all other methods,
with a mean accuracy of 0.7418, followed by the TF-IDF based spherical Kmeans, with a mean accuracy of 0.7125.
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